RURAL RECLAMATION

The old market town of Saffron
Walden in the Uttlesford district is
lined with quaint cottages

rural reclamation

UTTLESFORD
The third in our series looking at how creative
reclaiming, rescuing and upcycling is helping
rural communities to thrive

‘Q

uintessentially English’ is the phrase that comes to
mind in this little nook of the British countryside.
The Uttlesford district of Essex is nestled between
Hertfordshire and Cambridge, with London only
43 miles away and Stansted Airport within its
bounds. I’ve landed in Saffron Walden and its environs,
and it is all gentle landscape and speckled light in this area,
with Jacobean and Georgian buildings aplenty. The nearby
villages are quiet, quaint and historic, yet brimming with
the ambience that comes from a mobile and well-connected
population – many commute to London to work and the world
is only a flight away.
Despite its closeness to London, if not the world, the area
can feel a bit remote and, well, small. A profile of Uttlesford
from Essex County Council showed that the population is
ageing and public transport limited. And while the region
isn’t troubled by high crime rates or even much poverty, it can
feel a little stuffy. This was certainly the experience of Emma
Tumelty, who co-founded the Common Room (featured) in
Newport, near the medieval market town of Saffron Walden.
An intense feeling of isolation after she moved to the area
forced her to get creative, and the Common Room – a beautiful
collaborative space in a historic building on the High Street
– was the result. ‘People love coming out to the countryside
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because of its wonderful advantages,’ says Emma. ‘But that
can come with the disadvantage of feeling a bit disconnected.
We wanted to create a hub for people where they can come
and hang out.’
In Uttlesford, the old and new sit somewhat at odds with
each other. Kate Fletcher, of Vintage Style Living (featured)
in Thaxted, says, ‘Residents are intrigued by the shop, but
it takes them a while to venture in. The majority of my
customers are from the surrounding villages and towns and
further afield. That’s because they follow me on Instagram.’
And Craig Dancer of Baylock (featured) talks about a diverse
clientele consisting of the ‘brown furniture antiques brigade’
and ‘the more modern younger professionals, working in
London and living in the country’.
And this neck of the woods can be a bit traditional in other
ways. It took Emma and her partner a while to draw in people
to use the Common Room. When it first opened, she says,
‘We only had women come in. Now we’re probably about
50:50 and maybe even a few more men. It’s really changed.’
Like many people catapulted out of the city and into the
countryside, creatives have combined a reclaiming ethos
with a distinctly rural vernacular. In the process they’ve
reinvented what a new rural entrepreneurialism might look
like – even in somewhere as traditional as Uttlesford.

© SAFFRON WALDEN TOURIST CENTRE
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Kate runs a vintage prop hire
company and set up her vintage
store as a complementary business

Baylock, Saffron Walden
Baylock is a decorative salvage and interiors store
specialising in mid-20th century industrial pieces. Craig
Dancer opened the shop in October 2016 in a little cobbled
and Dickensian alleyway known by the traders as ‘antiques
alley’. Craig’s stock tends towards the unusual but
functional. ‘I try to keep my stock selection quirky and at
the same time usable,’ he says. ‘Interesting pieces that
can dress a room but have a twist.’ He also likes his
collection to tell a story, because ‘then I can use the
history of an item as a point of sale’. He offers an example:
‘The hallway hat stand came from an employee of Liberty
of London back in the 1930s. It was given as a leaving gift
from their floor manager – a very generous gift. Stories
like that really bring to life items of furniture.’
Craig reckons that reclaiming is increasingly taking off
in Uttlesford, although his clientele is quite geographically
global, hailing from Australia and Japan to Belgium and
the US. ‘I think people are embracing reclamation,’ he
says. ‘They are starting to see what can be used and what
can be mixed and matched, whether it’s having an
18th-century monk’s bench next to a 1940s heavy
industrial metal cabinet. And this is a good thing because
it opens people’s minds as to what can be tastefully done.’
• Find on Facebook at Baylock Salvage Interiors

In addition to selling vintage items,
Kate provides a styling service for
interiors, weddings and retail outlets

Vintage Style
Living, Thaxted

The store offers vintage furniture,
homeware and plants, as well as
creative workshops
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Kate Fletcher’s love affair with all things vintage
started at eight years old, when she bid on a
captain’s chest at an auction. As an adult, she set up
Vintage Style Hire (vintagestylehire.co.uk) in 2011, a
vintage prop hire and styling company. She’s styled
events for Pitcher & Piano, Drake & Morgan and a
host of photographers, wedding planners and retail
outlets. In what Kate calls a ‘natural progression’,
she set up her own shop to sell vintage pieces two
years ago. ‘Many people asked if they could buy the
furniture I hired. So when I heard that a shop on
Thaxted High Street was going to be up for rent, I
knew I had to give it a go.’
Her passion for vintage dictates her buying
choices. ‘I haven’t adapted my style and sourced
things I don’t like just because they sell. If I don’t
love something myself, I won’t stock it.’ Her taste is
eclectic and informed by an ethical awareness of
recycling. ‘We source all sorts of interesting pieces
for the shop and use them in ways you wouldn’t
expect: chairs planted with flowers, dressing tables
in potting sheds, small drawers for displaying plants
and cards. I don’t like to throw anything away.’
Kate has plenty of plans for the future, including
European trips to discover other vintage pieces and
expanding the interior design and sourcing part of
her business. Combining reclaiming with original
cool design, Vintage Style Living will take this part
of Essex by storm.
• vintagestyleliving.co.uk; Instagram @vintagestyleliving

Craig loves items with a story, such
as this hat stand once owned by a
Liberty employee in the 1930s

Baylock features an eclectic
collection of decorative salvage,
with customers both local and global
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A restored barn in the village of
Newport has now become home to
The Common Room

The Common Room,
Newport

The Common Room provides space
for freelancers to meet up and work
with others in a sociable setting
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Ever wanted to find out what rural co-working might
look like? The Common Room is the place to come.
Located in a historic building on the High Street in
Newport, which has a population of just over 2000, it
combines a hipster ethos with rural vernacular. It was
co-founded by Emma Tumelty and Karen Tait, who were
both looking for a more collaborative place to work.
The building is all oak beams and crooked walls,
making it feel both comforting and storied. It’s a
quiet space to work, with spacious desks and meeting
rooms, as well as a place to socialise after hours.
The reclamation spirit influences the space in
many ways. The partners rescued the building from
ruin, bringing it back to life. Emma and Karen also
filled it with reclaimed items. ‘We’ve got things like
antlers and foliage, and also old tools such as
spindles. It was very much about being in tune with
the building,’ says Emma.
Perhaps most importantly, it was about reclaiming
what village life should be about – community. ‘It’s
about recreating sociability and community in places
where it’s been declining,’ explains Emma. ‘The town
and parish councils both have their meetings here.
They really enjoy having the community space. The
village has been very welcoming, even if some people
aren’t sure what it is!’
• inthecommonroom.co.uk; Instagram @thecommonroom4440

